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Summary
In order to reduce cardiovascular safety liabilities of new therapeutic agents, there is an urgent need to integrate human-relevant platforms/approaches into drug development1. Optimizing baseline function of human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) is essential for their effective application in models of cardiac toxicity and disease2. Here, hiPSC-CMs were cultured on flexible substrates using the FLEXcyte 96 system. The pro-maturation environment enables observation of inotropic and chronotropic compound effects, which are typically hard to detect with 2D monolayers on overly stiff substrates3. For example, the beta-adrenergic agonist isoprenaline, or isoproterenol, is well known for its positive inotropic effects on the human heart, although common hiPSC-CM in vitro assays fail to display this physiological response by this compound.

Sala et al. (2018)4 developed a method that allows for a comparison of cardiac contraction measurements derived from different measurement approaches. The method, called MUSCLEMOTION, builds on previously existing algorithms, is fully automated and can be used on videos, image stacks, or image sequences loaded in the open-source image-processing program ImageJ5. It is an open-source, dynamic platform that can be expanded, improved, and integrated for customized applications. Dynamic changes in pixel intensity between image frames are determined and the output is expressed as a relative measure of movement during muscle contraction and relaxation. Here, we compare the previously depicted data sets from Sala et al. 20184 and compare it to FLEXcyte 96 data as recorded with Cardiosight-S® cardiomyocytes (Nexel).

Results
Mean beat contraction and velocity parameters for hiPSC-CMs grown on the flexible substrate of the FLEXcyte 96 were calculated and compared with beat parameters from the MUSCLEMOTION software program as previously published by Sala et al, 2018. Figure 1A shows the contraction and velocity profiles of isolated hPSC-CMs, hPSC-CM monolayers, cardiac organoids, engineered heart tissue (EHTs) and adult rabbit cardiomyocytes. Figure 1B shows the contraction and velocity profiles of hiPSC-CM monolayers on the FLEXcyte 96. Interestingly, the contraction and velocity profiles are highly comparable to adult cardiomyocytes indicating a more mature phenotype of these cells.

Average concentration response curves for relaxation time and contraction amplitude for isoprenaline, a well-known positive inotropic compound, for isolated hPSC-CMs, hPSC-CM monolayers, cardiac organoids, EHTs and adult rabbit cardiomyocytes.
cardiomyocytes obtained using the MUSCLEMOTION analysis of optical images are shown in Figure 2A. Average concentration response curves for relaxation time and contraction amplitude for isoprenaline obtained for hiPSC-CMs recorded on the FLEXcyte 96 are shown in Figure 2B. Importantly, a positive inotropic response is shown for contraction amplitude only in adult rabbit CMs and EHTs, whereas this increase in contraction amplitude can also be detected in hiPSC-CMs recorded on the FLEXcyte 96 (Figure 2B). We went up to higher concentrations according to the EC₅₀ shown in Mathur et al. (2015). A reduction in relaxation time is also seen in adult CMs and on hiPSC-CMs recorded on the FLEXcyte 96 indicating a more mature or adult-like profile of these cells when grown on the flexible substrate.

In summary, the FLEXcyte 96 in combination with hiPSC-CMs can be used to investigate the effect of positive (and negative) inotropic compounds on parameters such as contraction amplitude, velocity and relaxation time. Moreover, hiPSC-CMs grown on the flexible substrate of the FLEXcyte 96 plates (FLX-96) display more adult-like contraction and velocity profiles compared with hiPSC-CMs grown on rigid surfaces. In this way, hiPSC-CMs can be used for more predictive assays for pro-arrhythmic effects.
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Methods
Cells
We thank NEXEL for providing the hiPSC-CMs (Cardiosight-S®).

Contractility measurements
Contraction force measurements were conducted according to Nanion’s standard procedures for the FLEXcyte 96. Cardiosight-S® were cultured on FLX-96 plates for at least 6 days before compound addition. Compounds were applied in the external media. About 4-6 hours before drug application a final media exchange was performed, leaving 200 µl media in each well. For compound addition, 50 µl media was removed and replaced with 50 µl media containing the compound at 4x concentration, resulting in the desired final concentration. All signals were normalized to a group of control measurements on the same plate.